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Abstract. A formula relating the multiplicity of a weight of a holomorphic

discrete series of the group SO* (In) to the frequency of occurrence of an

irreducible holomorphically induced representation of the group Sp(2n, C) in

an n-fold tensor product of irreducible symmetric representations of Sp(2n, C)

is given. Reciprocity theorems relating holomorphic discrete series of SO*(2n)

(resp. Sp(2n, R)) to holomorphically induced representations of Sp{2k, C)

(resp. SO(N, C)) are also derived.

1.   Introduction

Let GL(n, C) denote the complex general linear group of order n, let

SO(n, C) and U(n) be its complex special orthogonal and unitary subgroups,

respectively. The groups Sp(2k, C) and SO*(2k) can be realized, respectively,
as the subgroup of GL(2k, C) which leaves invariant the symplectic bilin-

ear form J2i=x k(-ZiW2k_i+x + WjZ2k_i+i) and the subgroup of SO(2k, C)

which leaves invariant the skew Hermitian form £w     k(-Z¡Wk+i + Zk+iWi)

for all (Zx,... ,Z2k) and (Wx,... ,W2k) in C2k. Let 9Sn denote the sub-
group of diagonal matrices in GL(n, C) ; then a Carian subgroup of the com-

plexification of SO* (2k) can be identified with 2n ■ Also a maximal compact
subgroup of SO* (2k) can be identified with U(k).

Let (G', G) be a pair of reductive subgroups in some real symplectic group,
then (G', G) forms a reductive dual pair if G' is the centralizer of G and vice

versa (See [Hoi], [MQ]). In this paper we shall consider the cases where G' is

either the group SO*(2n) or the real symplectic group Sp(2n, R). These dual
pairs can be concretely realized as follows:

Let C"xAr denote the vector space of all n x N complex matrices, with

TV = 2k if G' = SO*(2n). Define a Gaussian measure dp on CnxN by

dp(Z) = n~nNe\p[-tr(ZZ*)]dZ,        Z £CnxN, Z* = ZT,
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where dZ denotes the Lebesgue measure on C"xN . Let &~(CnxN) denote the

Fock space of all holomorphic square-integrable functions with respect to the

measure dp. Then the groups Sp(2k, C) and SO(N, C) acton ^(CxN) by

right translations and their Lie algebras act on 3?~(C"xN) as differential oper-

ators (the infinitesimal operators of the group actions). The complexifications

of the Lie algebra of G' (- SO*(2n) or Sp(2n, R)) acts as differential oper-

ators on &~(CnxN) that commute with the infinitesimal operators above (cf.

[MQ]) so that in Howe's classification the dual (or complementary) groups G

of G' (=SO*(2n) or Sp(2n, R)) are Sp(N) and SO(N), respectively.
In general, the computation of the multiplicity of a weight of a character of

an element of the discrete series of a linear connected reductive group is quite
difficult (see, e.g., [Sc]); this can be done in two steps, for example, by combin-
ing the K spectrum formula of Hecht and Schmid (see [HS]) with Kostant's

formula or Freudenthal's formula (see, e.g., [Hu]). Our main goal in this paper
is to prove a computationally effective formula for the multiplicity of a weight

of the character of an element of the holomorphic discrete series of SO*(2n).

This will be done in the next section in connection with the explicit decompo-

sition of an «-fold tensor product of irreducible "symmetric" representations
of the dual group Sp(N) of SO*(2n). It turns out that this formula can be

generalized to an interesting abstract reciprocity type theorem for the dual pairs

(SO*(2n), Sp(N)) and (Sp(2n, R), SO(N)), although it is not computation-
ally as attractive as the particular case above. This will be done in the last

section.

2.     A MULTIPLICITY FORMULA OF A WEIGHT IN A CHARACTER

OF THE HOLOMORPHIC DISCRETE SERIES OF SO*(2n)

We retain the notation introduction in §1. If (M) = (Mx, ... , M„) is an

«-tuple of nonnegative integers, we define a holomorphic character t^M) : 2¡n -*

C* by

?M)(d) = dft---dnf, d=( •-. )e&n.

V dnn/

A polynomial function p : C"xN —► C is said to transform covariantly with

respect to f^ if

p(dZ) = &M\d)p(Z),        (d,Z)£2¡nx CnxN .

Let 3°W(CnxN) denote the subspace of 3r(CxN) of all polynomial func-

tions which transform covariantly with respect to £(M). Then according to

Theorem 2.7 of [KT] the GL(N, C)-module 3*W\CnxN) is isomorphic to the

GL(N, C) Kronecker product

F(Afl)® ■••<g> V(M"]

where F^', 1 < i < n, is a concrete realization (cf. [KT]) of an irreducible

symmetric (tensor) representation of GL(N, C) (see [We], p. 129) of signature

(Mi, 0, ... , 0). Now it is easy to show (see [TT1]) that an Sp(N, C)-module

y(Mi) remains irreducible and hence F(A/,) may be considered as a concrete
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realization of an irreducible symmetric representation of Sp(N, C) (or equiv-

alently Sp(N)) of signature

(Mi,0,... ,0)
-v-'

k

where k - f . It follows that the subspace <p(M)(cnxN) may be viewed as a

representation space of an «-fold tensor product of irreducible symmetric repre-

sentations of Sp(N) (or Sp(N, C)). An explicit decomposition of this tensor
product is given in [Le]. Recall that every irreducible holomorphically induced

representation of Sp(N, C) (and hence every irreducible unitary representa-

tion of its compact real form Sp(N)) can be characterized by a k — y-tuple
of nonnegative integers (m) = (mx, ... , mk), called the signature of the rep-

resentation, which satisfy the dominant condition mx > m2 > ■ ■ ■ > mk > 0.
Now according to Harish-Chandra's realization of the holomorphic discrete se-
ries (see, e.g., [Kn], Theorem 6.6 and Theorem 9.20) a discrete series n^, where

A is a nonsingular Harish-Chandra parameter, of a linear connected semisimple
Lie group G' may also be characterized by a AT'-type ( K' a maximal compact
subgroup of G' ) Blattner parameter A : the lowest highest weight (minimal)

K'-type. In the case that G' = SO*(2n), the dual of Sp(N) under the actions

above on ^(CnxN), K' can be taken to be U(n) and the Blattner parameter

A may be labelled by an «-tuple of integers (m), similarly as in the case of the

group Sp(N), which for the sake of conciseness we shall also call the signature

of iii ■ In the next theorem we let k = « and hence N = 2n .

Theorem 2.1.     The dimension of the weight space indexed by (Mx, ... , Mn) in

the irreducible representation of SO*(2n) with signature (m) = (mx, ... , m„)

is equal to the frequency of occurrence of the irreducible representation of
Sp(2n, C)  with signature (mx, ... , m„) in the n-fold tensor product repre-

sentation of Sp(2n, C) with signature

(Mx,0,... ,0)®---®(Af„,0,... ,0).

Proof. Fix a weight space indexed by an «-tuple (M) = (Mx,... , M„) of
positive integers of a holomorphic discrete series n¿ of SO* (2«) with signa-
ture (m). Then the weight indexed by (M) corresponds to the holomorphic

character £W> : 2Sn — C* and according to [KT] the dual of (2¡n \ (M)) is

(GL(2n, C) x • • • x C7L(2n, C) ; (Mx) <g> • • • ® (Mn)). From [Hoi] it follows that
the dual of (SO*(2n); (m)) is (Sp(2n) ; (m)) where (m) is also the signature

of an irreducible holomorphically induced representation i?(m) of Sp(2n, C).

Now let A' be the highest weight of a K' type Kx\V{A ', then A' corresponds

to the signature (Í) = (lx, ... , £„) of an irreducible holomorphically induced

representation of GL(n, C) with lx > ■ ■■ > l„ > 0 (recall that by Theorem

9.20 of [Kn] A' = A + £aeA+ n«a f°r integers na>a). From [KT] the dual of

(GL(n, C) ; (£)) is (GL(2n, C), (£)), where by abuse of language we denote

by the same symbol (Í) the signature

(lx,... ,ln,0,... ,0)
v-V-'

In

of an irreducible holomorphically induced representation of GL(2n, C). Ac-

cording to Corollary 2.9(a) of [KT] the dimension of the weight space indexed
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by (M) in the C7L(«, C)-submodule of 33^(CnxN) of signature (t) is equal

to the frequency of occurrence of the irreducible representation of GL(2n, C)

with signature (£) in 3B^M\CnxN). By Proposition 3.1 of [Hoi] the multi-

plicity of the Ä^'-type representation labelled by A' (or (£)) in the restriction

nAu(n) is equal to the multiplicity of the irreducible representation i?(m) of

Sp(2n, C) in the restriction to Sp(2n, C) of the irreducible representation of
GL(2n, C) with signature (£). By letting A' vary over the AT'-spectrum of the

holomorphic discrete series n¿ and by summing over all appropriate multiplic-
ities we can achieve the proof of the theorem.   D

Remark 2.2. (i) A priori one does not know that the multiplicity of the weight
(M) in the holomorphic discrete series with signature (m) is finite. Theorem
2.1 confirms that this is indeed always the case.

(ii) As we pointed out earlier the calculation of the multiplicity of weights,

even in the case of the classical groups, is quite complicated (see, e.g., [DG]
and [Ko]). In fact, using Eqs. (59) and (62) of [DG] one can, in principle,

verify that the multiplicity of the representation R^ of Sp(2n, C) in the
restriction to Sp(2n, C) of the irreducible representation of GL(2n, C) with

signature (£) is equal to the multiplicity of the K'-type representation labelled

by (I) in the restriction nx\u(n) as given by the formula in Theorem (1.3)
of [HS]. The following formula which is analogous to a formula by H. Weyl

for the general linear group allows us to compute easily the multiplicity of

an irreducible representation of Sp(2n, C) that occurs in the tensor product
A(m'.m») ® A(A/,°.0).

Proposition 2.3. If (mx, ... , m„) is the signature of an irreducible holomor-

phic representation of Sp(2n, C) and if (M, 0, ... ,0) is the signature of an-
other irreducible holomorphic symmetric representation of Sp(2n, C), then we
have the following spectral formula:

(mi,... ,m„)®(M,0,... ,0)

=    5Z   (mx+px-p2„, ... ,ms + ps-p2n-{s-X), ... ,m„ + p„-p„+x)
s=l,... ,n

where the integers p are subject to the following conditions:

{Pl + --- + P2n=M,

0<pi< mt-\ - mi - ßu-d-t) + 02/i-(i-2),        2 < z < « ;

0 < Pin-j < mj+x - mj+2,       0<j<n-2,0< p„+x < m„ .

This formula can be derived using a result in [Li] (for details see [Le]); a proof
of the particular case (m, 0, ... , 0) <8> (M, 0, ... ,0) can be found in [TT2].

By applying this formula « times and by following the procedure given in [KT]
we thus obtain an explicit decomposition of F(A/l°.0) <g> ••• <g> y(Mn,o,...,o)

(see [Le] for details). In (2.1) if we set vs — ps - p2n_(S_X), 1 < s < n,

then the condition vx + ■ ■ • + u„ = M implies px - vx, ... , p„ = u„ and
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pn+x - ... = p2n = 0. Equation (2.1) can then be written as

(mi,... ,mn)®(M,0,... ,0)

^2 (mx+vx, ... ,ms + vs, ... ,mn + vn)

(2 2) 0<i/J+i<i/j,l<î<n-l

v\+" -+un=Af

+       ¿^      (mx + vx,..., m„ + v„) .
0<Vi+--+v„<M

But the corresponding Weyl formula for C7L(«, C) is

(mi,... ,mn)®(M,0,... ,0)

(2.3) = Yl (mx + ux,... ,ms + us, ... ,mn + un)

0<v,+\<VsA<s<n-l

"H-W„=M

(see [Ze, p. 234]). By applying both formulae (2.2) and (2.3) « times and by
comparing their spectra we can obtain the following interesting particular case
of Theorem 2.1.

Corollary 2.4. Let (mx, ... , mn) and (Mx,... , M„) be two n-tuples of in-

tegers such that mx-\-\-m„-Mx-\-\-M„ and mx>m2>->m„>0,
M¡ > 0, 1 > i > n. Then the multiplicity of the weight (Mx, ... , M„) in
the irreducible character of SO*(2n) with signature (mx, ... , m„) is equal

to the multiplicity of the irreducible representation of GL(n, C) with signature

(mx, ... , m„) in the n-fold tensor product representation of GL(n, C) with

signature (Mx, 0,... , 0) <8> • • • ® (Mn , 0, ... , 0).

Note that in practice the multiplicity on an irreducible representation of

Sp(2n, C) (resp. GL(n, C)) in an «-fold tensor product of Sp(2n, C) (resp.

GL(n, C)) with signature (Mx, 0, ... , 0) <g> • • • ® (M„ , 0,... ,0) can easily be
obtained with the help of a computer program using formula (2.1) (resp. (2.3))

« times. Corollary 2.4 can be formulated in terms of Young diagrams (see
Kostra formula (6.4;6) [DL, p. 104]). In light of this formula one can expect a
simple description of Theorem 2.1 in terms of Young diagrams.

3.    A RECIPROCITY THEOREM FOR THE DUAL PAIRS

(SO*(2n), Sp(N) ) and (Sp(2n, R), SO(N) )

We retain the notation introduced in § 1. Recall that every irreducible holo-
morphically induced representation of SO(N, C) (and hence every irreducible

unitary representation of its compact real form SO(N)) can be parametrized
by an [y]-tuple of nonnegative integers (m) = (mx, ... , m^), where [y]

denotes the integral part of f and where the m¡ % 1 < i < [y], satisfy the
dominant conditions

mx > ••• > «*[£]_! > Im^jl ,

if N is even and mx > ■■■ > m^x > 0 if N is odd. The [y]-tuple (m)

is called the signature of the representation. In this paper if N is even, we

only consider the case m^ß > 0. Similarly, as in the case of iSO*(2n), a
holomorphic discrete series of Sp(2n, R) may be parametrized by an n-tuple
of integers (m) which we shall again call its signature.
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In the following theorem G denotes either Sp(N) or SO(N) and G' de-

notes either SO* (2«) or Sp(2n, R).

Theorem 3.1. Let « and N be positive integers. Let (px, ... , pn) be a par-

tition of n, and for each i = 1,... , r let (M[, ... , Mj.) be a prtuple of

integers such that M[ > •■• > Mjt > 0. Let H' = U(px) x ■■■ x U(pr) be the

direct product of the unitary groups U(p¡), 1 < i < r.

(i) If [y] > «, then the multiplicity of the representation of H' with sig-

nature (g)l=1 r(M{, ... , Mj.) in the restriction to the subgroup H' of the

irreducible representation of G' with signature (mx, ... , m„) is equal to the

frequency of occurrence of the irreducible representation of G with signature

(mx,... , mn,0, ... ,0) of G in the restriction to G of the r-fold tensor prod-

uct representation of U(N) x ■■■ x U(N) = H with signature (M\, ... , Ml ,

0,...,0)®---®(M[,...,Mjr,0,...,0).
(ii) If N > « > [y], then the multiplicity of the representation of H' with

signature (g);=1 r(M{, ... , Mj,.) in the restriction to H' of the irreducible

representation of G' with signature (mx, ... , mrwj, 0, ... ,0) is equal to the

frequency of occurrence of the irreducible representation of G with signature

(mx,... , «îrw]) in the restriction to G of the r-fold tensor product representa-

tion of U(N) x • • • x U(N)   with signature (M¡, ... , Af_\ , 0, ... , 0) ® • • • ®
»-v-'

(A/;,,... ,M;r,o,... ,0).

Proof. (i) Let (m) = (mx, ... , m„) denote the signature of a holomorphic

discrete series n^ of G' ; from [Hoi] there exists a corresponding irreducible
holomorphically induced representation of the complexification of G with sig-
nature (m). As mentioned before, a maximal compact subgroup of G' is K'

which is isomorphic to U(n). Let (p) denote the signature on an irreducible

representation of K' that occurs in tix\k' ■ From [KT] there is a correspond-

ing irreducible representation of K « U(N) with the same signature (p). Now

let <3)1=1 r(M{, ... , Mj.) be the signature of an irreducible representation of

H' ; then again from [KT] there is a corresponding representation of H with sig-

nature (M¡,... ,Ml,0,... ,0)®---®(Mf,... , Mjr,0,... ,0). By [Hoi]
and the Weyl's "unitarian trick" we have the following equality:

(3.1) #[(p)K,,(m)\GK,] = #[(m)G,, (p)\%]

where #[(p)fc , (m)\%] denotes the multiplicity of (p)k' in the restriction of
(m)o' to K', etc. By a Proposition in §2 of [Ho2] we also have the equality

0   (M{,... ,Mj:)\       ,  (p)\%
='.r I w

--#[(p)k,((m\,... ,a/;,,o,... ,

(3.2) ®--.®(Aff,... ,Mjr,0,... ,0))|£].
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Letting p vary over the AT'-spectrum of n^ we obtain from (3.1) and (3.2)

\0'
0   (Mí,... ,M¿)        ,'m)fH,

^¿=1 ,...,r
//'

(g) (M/,... ,m;,)     ,(|í)|-5'
ii=i,. ff»

#[(p)K,, (m)\GK,]

= ¿2#[(m)G,(p)\Z]#[(p)K,((Ml, ... , Mj,, 0,... , 0)
M

®...®(A/f,... ,M;r,0,... ,0))\%]

= #{(m)G,(M\,... ,Mj,,0,... ,0)

®...®(M[,... ,M¿,0,... ,0)|g]

which is exactly the desired equality
(ii) The proof of this part is similar to that of part (i), but one must impose

the additional condition « < N because the ^'-spectrum of n^ can contain a
signature of the form (px,... , p„) which corresponds to an irreducible repre-

sentation of K if and only if « < N.   D
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